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	Inspiration
	A modern family home supplied by solar
Feeding electricity, heat and an electric car with their own solar power is part of everyday life for the Bienengräber family.
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	Reducing electricity costs as a business
This SME boostered its independence by installing 350 glass-glass panels on the factory roof.
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	Young entrepreneur builds future homes
This constructor uses solar power and eco-friendly materials to help the planet and your wallet.
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	Sun-powered wine from France
This french vineyard uses Solarwatt's solar system to cool the wine cellar in a modern and eco-friendly way.
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	 Product overview
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	Plan your System
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	Partner
	Become a partner
We are always looking for strong partners to power a better tomorrow.
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	Pro Login
Your Pro Portal to manage leads, your installations and more.
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	Support
Here you can find datasheets, downloads, and frequently asked questions.
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	Company
	About Us
We don't wait for the future. As the experienced pioneer, we want to step up and shape it. 
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	Worldwide
Find your local Solarwatt Team or Premium Partner to get your own quality solar products.
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	Career
Help to actively shape the energy transition. Join our team!
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	Sustainability
What we do for a better future. Read more about our sustainable approach.
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	Home


Your own solar energy
Solarwatt has everything you need to generate, manage and store solar electricity for later use. Solarwatt quality is guaranteed to last.




[image: A 3D model of a house and a carport with a solar system as a roof.]
Your own solar energy
Solarwatt has everything you need to generate, manage and store solar electricity for later use. Solarwatt quality is guaranteed to last.



[image: ]generate solar power.
Generate your own electricity and boost your independence. SOLARWATT offers everything you need for an economically effective photovoltaic system. Our high-quality solar modules form the powerful core of your system.
Learn more



[image: ]manage energy flows.
It’s sensible to use as much of the electricity you generate as possible yourself. SOLARWATT’s energy management system allows you to use solar energy in the way that makes the most sense for you. Either automatic, or to your specifications.
Learn more



[image: ]store solar energy.
It shouldn’t matter whether the sun is shining or not. Store excess solar power instead of feeding it into the grid, only to buy it back later at higher cost. Using your own energy always makes sense.
Learn more



[image: ]solar powered mobility.
Electromobility done right: Charge your e-car with green energy from your own roof and save money. Use the SOLARWATT Manager to top up your car to the exact mileage required or use the sun in the most efficient way possible.
Learn more



[image: ]solar powered heating & cooling.
Around 30 percent of the energy in any home is used for heating and warm water. Replace those fossil fuels with solar energy. An electric heat pump will generate heat cleanly and at low cost.
Learn more
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Now higher performance classes thanks to new TOPCon technology
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Now higher performance classes thanks to new TOPCon technology
Our modules with new TOPCon solar cells achieve higher levels of efficiency meaning higher performance and greater yields of clean electricity, for you.
Up to 430 Wp max. rated power



Find out more about the new modules







Premium-quality solar products and systems available worldwide.
Please select your local market.
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Panels
Reliable and efficient:
our glass-glass panels.
These durable panels will produce green energy for generations to come. Glass panes on both sides perfectly protect the solar cells within.
SOLARWATT Panels









battery
Use your solar power whenever you want to.











energy management
Use your solar power wherever you want.
SOLARWATT Manager










Inspiration
Our customers are changing the world.
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Reducing electricity costs as a business
350[image: alt]
panels

64%
self-consumption

10.000€
saved yearly




Read more
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A modern family home supplied by solar
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panels

54%
self-sufficiency

17.000€
saved in total




Read more
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Story
Sun-powered wine from France
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panels

54.4%
self-use ratio

-50%
cost savings




Read more
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heat
Young entrepreneur builds future homes
44%
autarky rate

5.738 kWh
yearly consumption

7€
energy bill




Read more
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System
An olympic champion goes green
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glass-glass panels

54%
self-use ratio

7.779kWh
annual consumption




Read more











See more customer stories

Together we'll shape the future. Let's be part of a better tomorrow.

Plan your installation
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Become a Partner
Strong partnerships for a better future.
Our partner program







Award-winning quality
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Award-winning quality
Our products are developed and rigorously tested to the highest quality and manufacturing standards in Germany. We put a lot of thought into our products to make your choice easier. Our efforts have been recognized through various awards and quality seals.









News and Media
[image: alt]02.11.2023
Solarwatt is excited to present new solar panels with TOPCon solar cells

Learn more




[image: alt]28.06.2023
Solarwatt reaches milestone: Ten millionth solar panel installed   in a family home in the United Kingdom

Learn more
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Germany's first solar cycle path roofing
Germany's first solar cycle path roofing was inaugurated in Freiburg today in the southwest of the country. 
Germany's first solar cycle path roofing was inaugurated in Freiburg today in the southwest of the country. 
Germany's first solar cycle path roofing was inaugurated in Freiburg today in the southwest of the ...

Learn more
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powering a better tomorrow
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